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Assembly instructions
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II - ASSEMBLING BOWL AND CISTERN

➊  Fix screws at the bottom of the cistern 
(see order of parts below)

➋  Position the latex foam gasket on the nut (g)

➌  Position the cistern on the bowl and secure it with wing nuts

I - INSTALLATION

Position the mechanism in the cistern 
and secure it in place with the nut (g)
manually screw the flush valve nut (g) 
until it is in contact with the ceramic. 
if necessary give an  extra quarter 
turn (maximum) with the appropriate 
spanner.
nb : excessive tightening can damage 
the mechanism and would not be 
covered by the guarantee.
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III - INSTALLATION OF BUTTON

IV - MAINTENANCE

changing the valve gasket

➊  After having opened the cistern, 
turn the mechanism 90° to 
separate it from its strainer

➋  change the valve gasket

➌  reposition the mechanism, 
locking it into the strainer

➍  close the cistern again.

Valve gasket

strainer

➊  once the set-up has been completed, place button (a) on lid and screw button nut (c), 
(if the hole in the lid (D) is > 38 mm and < 45 mm, remove the escutcheon (b))

➋   clip cable case

➌  Place lid back on top of cistern



Fiber gasket

INSTALLING THE FLOAT VALVE

ROBECO 06 and STANDARD 15EL

MAINTENANCE (95L & 99B)
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➊ Position valve
➋  Fasten with nut
➌  connect to water supply
➍  Adjust water level with the adjustment screw

➊ Position valve
➋  Fasten with nut
➌  connect to water supply
➍  Adjust water level with the adjustment screw 

(15 el) or by bending the rod (06)

COMPACT 99B and HANDY 93B

COMPACT 95L

Adjustment screw

insert rod 
as far as 
possible locking nut

Fiber gasket

Adjustment screw

locking nut

Fiber gasket

Adjustment 
screw

locking nut

locking nut

Gasket/filter

Adjustment screw

Filter

membrane

membrane

manually screw the backnut until it is in contact with the 
ceramic. if necessary give an extra quarter turn (maximum).
n.b.: excessive tightening can damage the mechanism and 
would not be covered by the guarantee.
ensure tightness of connection to cistern with filter gasket.

WARNINGS:
1 -  Do not overtight in any case.
2 -  Do not use any sealing paste and/or compound in any 

case
3 -  Do not use connector handling the internal part of the 

inlet valve.
SIAMP will be not responsible in case these warnings 
are not respected.
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